
new strain

of the flu

virus in the

air in the

Bahamas  is

deadly and

the  Minister of Health is

warning persons to take the

vaccinations seriously. 

The H3N2 flu strain is

thought to be the worst of its

kind in years, claiming vic-

tims in Australia and Ireland

and leading to a surge of

infections in the United

Kingdom.

Health Minister Dr.

Duane Sands is strongly urg-

ing Bahamians to take the

necessary precautions.

BY C. JILLIAN GRAY
Journal Staff Writer
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4 Minister of Health Dr. Duane 
Sands (Journal file photo)

AG BOASTS 70%
Conviction Rate

Attorney General Carl Bethel says  his office saw a 70

per cent conviction rate in 2017. 

Speaking at the opening of the legal year yesterday,

the AG said of the 78 murder and related cases prosecut-

ed in 2017 by his office, 54 ended in a guilty verdict. 

The office boasted a 67 per cent  conviction rate for

offences overall. 

BY C. JILLIAN GRAY
Journal Staff Writer

g See 70% CONVICtION RAte on PAGE 2...

ACTING CHIEF JUSTICE
LAMENTS RISING VIOLENT CRIME

Acting  Chief Justice Stephen Isaacs  says

the judiciary is at the heart of a “vexing”

social problem that is plaguing The Bahamas,

the rise of violent crime.

“It’s genesis is not a single factor, but a

combination of factors, which, when taken

together, paint a picture of the way that our

society has evolved in modern times.

“I can only venture to give an incomplete

inventory of those factors which begin at

birth in the home where guidance begins and

where family planning has its greatest

impact, in the surrounding communities

where young persons are invariably influ-

enced one way or another, in the schools

where we try to educate our young people,

so that they may become productive citizens.

In this mix there are positive forces doing

whatever possible to create responsible citi-

zens, such as committed parents, youth

organizations, the church in its various

denominations and the attendant outreach

programmes,” he said.

Despite intermittent rain, Acting Chief

Justice  Isaacs officially opened the Legal

Year 2018 during a ceremony marked by the

traditional, pomp and pageantry at the

Supreme Courts, Bank Lane and Parliament

Street, Thursday, January 11, 2018.

An Integrated Justice System dedicated to

tracking criminals, digital audio, bail man-

agement and the Advanced Performance

Exponents Inc. are among   initiatives  that

occured within the past year,  which the

Acting Chief Justice outlined in his remarks.

g See LAMeNtS RISING VIOLeNt CRIMe / page 3...

LegaL Year 2018 opens in the supreme Court

4 Acting Chief Justice Stephen Isaacs inspects the traditional Guard of Honour at 
the opening of The Supreme Court Legal year yesterday. BIS Photo/Patrick Hanna

Juveniles
Charged

With Murder

Two male juveniles were

arraigned before

Magistrate’s Court in Grand

Bahama on murder charges. 

The two males, both resi-

dents of Freeport,  were

charged  before Magistrate

Renkin Johnson.

The 15-year-old was

arraigned on a  murder that

occurred on January 4th,

2018, that left a young man

dead outside a night club on

West Mall Drive.

The 16-year-old was

arraigned on the murder of

Joel Augustine that

occurred on New Year’s

day. 

They both were also

arraigned on Possession of

Firearm and Ammunition

charges. 

The teens will appear

before the Juvenile Panel

for all charges on January

25th, 2018 and were

remanded to the Bahamas

Department of Correctional

Services in New

Providence. 

BY LICEC BASTIAN
Journal Staff Writer

g See WIth MURDeR / page 3...

U.S. ADVISORY CALLED “COUNTER-PRODUCTIVE”

Former Minister of

Foreign Affairs, and

Progressive Liberal Party

Chairman, Fred Mitchell

says a U.S. Government

travel advisory on the

Bahamas is counter produc-

tive. 

“We note the latest travel

advisory issued by the US

Government to its citizens

travelling to The Bahamas. 

“We thought that the

FNM promised that all these

advisories would stop once

they became the govern-

ment. Alas,  just as in the

case of the three murders in

one week in Freeport, FNM

policies on crime have not

made a bit of difference. By

many measures it is worse,”

Mr. Mitchell said. 

In a  press statement  the

Senator  said, “of course, the

advisories are a double-

edged sword in that they do

not often adequately tell the

true story and are often

counter productive. 

BY LICEC BASTIAN
Journal Staff Writer

g See U.S. ADVISORY / page 2...
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“But unlike the FNM, the

PLP takes no joy or pride in

telling both the Prime

Minister and his National

Security Minister " we told

you so". The U. S. does what

it feels is best for its citi-

zens”, he said. 

Mr. Mitchell,  offered his

party’s help, but advised that

it would only come if the

Free National Movement

ends it’s blame game and

pointing fingers.

“It is now your job to do

what is best for Bahamians.

The PLP can help, but not if

the FNM continues with the

blame game and victor's jus-

tice.

“A weak Ministry of

Foreign Affairs also does

not help, increasingly

manned by political opera-

tives instead of professional-

ly qualified staff.

“The government needs

to get to work and produce

the results they smugly

boasted about prior to 10th

May.  Bahamians are watch-

ing and taking note with

each passing day,” Mr.

Mitchell said.

On January, 10 the United

States advised its citizens of

the woes of traveling to the

Bahamas cautioning them to

stay away from the “over the

hill” area and avoid jet ski

rentals.

A2 NationalNEWS
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"This is nothing to play

with. There are 10,000 doses

of the flu vaccine available in

the public sector and we have

the ability to get more. There

are other doses in the private

sector," Dr. Sands said. 

He added that listening to

gossip and superstition from

persons about the vaccine is

dangerous. 

"You could decide

whether you will listen to

that someone who don’t

know nothing about what

they talking about and when

you get very, very ill and in

the intensive care unit;  ‘oh I

didn’t know, I’m sorry’.

Don’t listen to all this non-

sense,  because a lot of it is

nonsense," Dr. Sands said. 

He added that they take

time and care when giving

precautions. 

"Nobody is interested in

making recommendations,

unless it makes sense for the

good of the Bahamian public,

take it seriously," Dr. Sands

said.  

He also gave suggestions

on who ought to get the flu

shot annually. 

"Older people, people

with underlying medical

problems like diabetes, kid-

ney failure or people with

cancer; depressed immune

system as well as younger

people and health care pro-

fessionals; if you don’t take it

you’re rolling the dice," Dr.

Sands said.

The Aussie flu – as it’s

commonly referred to - can

lead to pneumonia and other

potentially fatal complica-

tions. 

It is recommended that to

reduce the risk of spreading

the flu persons are advised to

wash their hands often with

warm water and soap.  Use

tissues to trap germs when

they cough or sneeze and

throw away used tissues as

quickly as possible.

The AG said despite this success,  he would

rather the conviction rate be a bit higher, like

75 to 80 per cent. 

He also reported that for the past year he

nolled 31 cases; down from 96 in the previous

year. 

Stating that while they want to reduce the

backlog,  they have  had a more sparing

approach to nolles; only nolling cases that

were deemed hopeless beyond prosecution.

He also praised the Voluntary Bill of

Indictment as an efficient system, boasting

that the 231 VBI's that were served helped to

circumvent the time consuming preliminary

inquiry. 

Outlining plans for 2018, Mr. Bethel said,

"over the next several months my Office will

work closely with the judiciary and the

Ministry of Public Works to create two new

Courtrooms, one a civil family court and the

other a criminal court to give focused attention

to Sexual Offences and Domestic Violence

matters, and also on “backlog” cases. The civil

court will be renovated and housed in the

courtroom formerly used in the eastern down-

stairs part of this building, and the criminal

court at the north-east corner of the Saffrey

Square Arcade. This will allow for the

appointment of additional Justices of the

Supreme Court," Bethel said. 

He added that 2018 would be marked by a

modernized justice system including digital

tech, video links, recordings of interviews/

statements and also a system that could save

lives. 

"My Office will propose new legislation or

appropriate amendments, where needed, to

facilitate and provide the legislative frame-

work in which these initiatives can take place.

In this regard,  I can foreshadow that amend-

ments will be proposed in short order to

enhance the full anonymity of witnesses, fully

hiding the face and altering the voice, in cases

where there is a clear and present danger of the

assassination of witnesses or danger to their

family and dependents," Bethel said. 

He admonished lawyers to take stock of the

year that was, which he termed as one of tran-

sition and transformation, in light of the

changes that took place. 

U.S. ADVISORY CALLED
“COUNTER-PRODUCTIVE”

AG BOASTS 70%
Conviction Rate

KILLER FLU
RAISES ALARM
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GOT NEWS?
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Journal’s News tIP 
LINe at 356-7254 
and let us know!
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Justice Isaacs addressed

“significant” movements

within the Supreme Court

and judicial education.

Chief among them  is the

appointment of Chief Justice

Sir Hartman Longley to

President of the Court of

Appeal in December 2017.

A procession of members

of the Legal Profession

through Downtown, Bay

Street, to the Supreme Court

in Bank Lane and

Parliament Street preceded

the ceremony. The Royal

Bahamas Police Force Band

led the march.

Police in Grand Bahama also seeking the public’s

assistance in locating 23-year-old Cordero Smith of

Halifax Street, Stapledon Gardens, New Providence

and  42 Hearn Lane, Freeport, Grand Bahama. 

He is described as standing at 5’10”, weighing 150

lbs., with dark brown complexion and slim built. 

The suspect is considered armed and extremely dan-

gerous. 

Police asking the public if you have any information

on the whereabouts of Smith, to contact the Central

Detective Unit in  Freeport, Grand Bahama at tele-

phone numbers 350-3107 thru12, 911/919 or call your

nearest police station.

ACTING CHIEF JUSTICE
LAMENTS RISING VIOLENT CRIME

gg Continued from / PAGE 1...

gg Continued from / PAGE 1...

JuvENilEs
Charged

With MurdEr

LegaL Year 2018 opens in the supreme Court

BIS pHOTOS/pATrICk HANNA
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‘Creating A World-Class

Bahamas’ is the theme for

this year’s 27th Annual

Bahamas Business Outlook

to be held at The Baha Mar

Cable Beach Resort

Thursday, January 18th.

Headlining the sympo-

sium will be Prime Minister

Dr. Hubert Minnis who will

deliver the keynote speech

focusing on the nation’s eco-

nomic challenges and oppor-

tunities.

At a press briefing held

yesterday,   The Counsellors

Ltd (TCL) President Joan

Albury,  who is chief organ-

izer of the Business Outlook

series introduced key per-

sons that will be speaking at

this event.

Jump starting the daylong

forum discussing “Bahamas

Investments Through Law

Opportunities” will be Judith

Whitehead, Managing

Partner of the law firm

Graham, Thompson  and

Company. 

Moderating the first series

of the year will be Former

Minister of State for Finance,

Zhivargo Laing.

“Whether you are a busi-

ness owner, a business man-

ager, an employee, unem-

ployed, a government policy

director or a government

worker, whoever you are in

the Bahamas, there  is always

a big question at the begin-

ning of the year.

“That question is: What is

this economy going to do?

What are the prospects for

business during the course of

the year?  So much depends

on the answer to that ques-

tion, but naturally you want

to get as much information

as you can to answer that

question,” said Laing.

He says  that in order to

get answers to such pertinent

questions, one must seek

them out from policy direc-

torates, like the Prime

Minister and Members of

Parliament and successful

business leaders; people that

have a certain pulse on

what’s happening in the

economy.

Mr. Laing asked , “ what

do you do to get that kind of

information in one place effi-

ciently?  You pull together

something called the

Bahamas Business Outlook

and that is essentially the

premier place to have an

answer to questions; what is

the economy going to do.”

Carlos Palacious, Director

of Operations for Caribbean

Coastal Services, another

panelist, informed the media

he will be focusing on a

number of coastal issues

specifically, Hurricane

Preparedness. 

“We are a small island

developing state that has a

lot of challenges that we

have to overcome.  The focus

this year from my standpoint

will be establishing that true

connection between our sur-

vival in terms of our indus-

tries, whether it’s tourism,

whether it’s agriculture,

whether it’s fisheries; really,

the economy that drives us

and how that is being

impacted by climate change

and especially hurricanes.

“We as a nation have

spent hundreds of millions of

dollars over the last few

years trying to recover and

prepare ourselves for these

storms.  

“These hurricanes aren’t

going anywhere, so it’s

important for us to remember

certain things; adaption, how

do we change our culture and

our livelihood so that we can

be prepared,” said Palacious.  

He aspires to make The

Bahamas stronger, by trying

to introduce a stronger foun-

dation to the country as it

continues to grow through

aiding it’s adaption to better

the lives of Bahamians, but

in a more efficient, strategic

way.

Additionally, Zev Crystal,

CEO of Sustainable Energy

Limited will present “A

Model For The World.”  He

will be focusing on renew-

able energy in a small island

nation.

“We will be presenting

certain solutions that will not

only create the power that

the Bahamas needs to

become self-sufficient, but

not just the solar power,  but

the human power,” Mr.

Crystal said.

Mr. Crystal says  that

when one looks at a country

with so many jewels such as

the Bahamas, there has to be

a three-dimensional

approach to everything that

happens here.

BY ONIKE ARCHER
Journal Staff Writer

Forum To Focus on
“CreAting World
ClAss BAhAmAs”
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If he has achieved anything that is as signifi-

cant as his continuing contribution in the field of

human rights advocacy, that peculiar ‘something’

must be the case he makes for making Freeport

and by extension, Grand Bahama major drivers in

the transformation of The Bahamas.

As Fred Smith, QC explains:-- “This govern-

ment has been given a hyper majority and they

should make dramatic changes in the investment

environment in Freeport as opposed to taking ten-

tative, half-hearted, half measures which will only

continue to cause Freeport and Grand Bahama to

limp along like an economic zombie.”

As he forcefully states: “…It is time for them to

open wide the immigration doors, and make the

Grand Bahama Port Authority the quick efficient

and effective one-stop shop investment authori-

ty…”

Evidently, such a break with the status quo

would be dramatic!

In addition, such a move – if taken – might well

usher in a day and a time when the Bahamian

finally wake to the reality that finance and human

capital are on the move in a rapidly globalizing

world economy which therefore suggests that any

country willing and/or able to seize the day puts

itself on a path to growth, development and

human flourishing.

In other words, then, such a move might well

help Bahamians as they struggle to get up from

under some of the burdens which now keep them

down.

But yet, Smith admits to a certain degree of

disappointment and perhaps even despair.  This

we detect when Smith reports as follows:-- "…I

keep telling the government to get out of this daily

minutia of interfering and running business in

Freeport. That is the business of the Port

Authority under the Hawksbill Creek

Agreement…”

As he suggests to a government that might yet

demonstrate the pressing need for its movers and

shakers to venture – as it were – into deeper

waters. Here Smith advises: --- “…They should

completely liberalize the exchange control--- no

more investment board approvals or review of

applications…” 

And as he concludes, Smith reasons that: ---

The government should only hold the Authority

accountable for promotion, infrastructure devel-

opment, and domestic investment…”

But then, he also ruefully concludes that:--

“…The FNM is following in the same failed foot-

steps of the PLP for many past administrations.

Doing the same old, same old like the PLP is not

going to cut it for Freeporters."

At this early juncture, it sure seems as if much

of what Fred Smith suggests should be put in the

mix of any number of other suggestions aimed at

helping the country and its leaders – whether at

the levels of Church, State or Civil Society—get

up from under a panoply of principles and policies

created in the long ago years.

This would also bring with it any number of

ideas and possibilities were we prepared to

engage with a world where the only certainty

ahead has to do with that emergent necessity for

The Bahamian people to get on board with eco-

nomic and social realities currently unfolding at

the world level.

In truth, then, we would – if asked our view

concerning either merit or demerit we see in what

Smith proposes, we would be constrained to say

that: We find no fault in either the suggestions he

makes concerning his proposed ‘strategies’ for

jump-starting things in Freeport or for that matter

with his trenchant critiques of the current admin-

istration as led by prime minister, Dr. [The

Honorable] Hubert A. Minnis.

But with that said, we are also cognizant of

what seems a working style on the part of Dr.

Minnis which seems focused on a philosophy of

making haste slowly!

This strategy seems to be grounded in a style

of governance which does not move without the

deepest deliberations as background and context

for decision-making; with this being warranted

especially as in the case of advice such as that

given by Attorney Fred Smith, QC.

As we see the matter at hand—Smith’s recipe

for change can – if accepted and if improperly

implemented – might well unleash any number of

dire social consequences, especially as regards

policies and programs which are predicated on

large-scale movements of labor capital into the

Bahamas.

In other word, then: Whilst we do agree – in

principle – with what Smith is advocating; we are

also mindful that whatever he is proposing can

and will only succeed if they who already have a

stake in seeing THEIR BAHAMAS prosper are on

board the F. Smith Dream-Project Machine!

F. SMITh’S
FRIENDLy ADvICE

SHUT-EyE

The 2018 series salutes fashion

mogul Peter Nygård’s Golden

Jubilee detailing his rags to riches

story and incredible business suc-

cess over these past fifty years. The

Clifton Review will take an inside

look at how he did it.

Can the culture we were born into

determine our trajectory in life? It

appears that for fashion mogul Peter

Nygård, his need to survive, his will-

ingness to work hard, his drive to

always be the best, and most impor-

tantly, his culture determined his

success. 

In the Finnish culture that Peter

Nygård was born into, there is pow-

erful ethos—a way of being that per-

meates its culture. It’s called “sisu”

and represents the ability to withstand a great

disadvantage and yet overcome through sheer

determination. Sisu is described as represent-

ing the Finns national character. Sisu spurs a

Finn on to be brave, resolute and determined to

fight against all odds.

There was no doubt that Peter Nygård

learned the sisu principle and values from his

parents and upbringing. It was demonstrated in

everything he did. 

Every summer Peter found jobs to make the

money he needed to help take care of himself.

It was standard practice in the Nygård house-

hold for him and his sister Liisa to find sum-

mer jobs, even though neighbourhood friends

got to spend their summers having fun.

The nature of the work didn’t matter to

Peter. He took on all sorts of summer jobs

because the tougher the job the more he was

able to get paid.

As a teenager, Peter worked on a construc-

tion crew and a pipeline, which involved ardu-

ous work and long hours. Another time he

worked as a lifeguard; he had earned lifesaving

certifications and even taught swimming safe-

ty. He in fact learned an interesting lesson dur-

ing lifeguarding.

The lifeguarding job usually started before

the beaches opened: Lifeguards had to spend

time cleaning up the beaches and painting

benches. 

Being the consummate competitor, it didn’t

matter what job Peter had. He always had to do

it better than the next guy. Painting benches as

a lifeguard, he had to work the hardest and had

to be the fastest. That is until a group of burly

lifeguards came over and threatened him:  he

would ‘get it’ if he didn’t stop painting so fast

and making the rest of them look bad. This was

quite a shock to Peter.

While the North American standard was

“don’t work too hard” and “be home in time

for dinner”, Peter grew up hearing his mother

say every time he left the house “make sure

you work hard and be sure to finish your

work.”

No matter what others were doing around

him, that became the Nygård standard for

every aspect of his life—work hard and get it

done. Peter Nygård has become known for his

14-16 hour days.

His work ethic, competitive nature and drive

to always be the best paid off. In high school he

was a top athlete on every sports team, which

included basketball, volleyball and track and

field as well as curling, badminton and tennis.

As an athletic champion in so many of

Glenlawn Collegiate sporting programs, Peter

was the winner at graduation of the Male

Athlete of the Year award.

Another early accomplishment for Peter

was becoming a relieving manager of a

Loblaw store, which were the go-to grocery

stores in Canada back in the 1950s.

He started working for Loblaw at fifteen as

a bagger. He moved up to stocking shelves,

working in produce, the meat department and

even cashiering. It wasn’t long before that

work ethic and drive to be the best got noticed.

Even in stocking shelves Peter was competi-

tive; the others would put one or two cans on

the shelf at a time while Peter would put four.

Still in his teens, Peter became the one of the

youngest store managers they ever had. He

was made a relieving manager and spent one

summer going from store to store relieving

store managers. His experience in various lev-

els of the job paid off. He was eventually

tasked with helping to open new stores.

Clearly for Peter Nygård, success started at

a very early age.

THE CLIFTON 

By P. J. Malone

rEvIEW
the Clifton Review is a bi-weekly column that examines the 

question of the Clifton project along with the evolution of the 

war between two billionaires, the links to unsavory characters, 

the use of the courts for personal agendas, the involvement 

of the Government opposition party (the FNM), and 

the attacks on the Government of the Bahamas.

“MAKE SURE YOU
WORK HARD”
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The Bahamian Contractors

Association (BCA), president,

Leonard Sands, suggests  that

the construction industry is a

multi-million dollar industry,

but lacks the enforcement of

the legislation or the

Contractors Construction Act

that was passed in 2016.

Speaking at the Rotary

Club of West Nassau weekly

meeting, Mr. Sands said that a

number of investors want to

do business in the country,

but are fearful of the lack of

protection under the law. 

“I sat, and I spoke to

investors who are willing to

do any number of projects in

this country, but they ask me

‘is the construction contrac-

tors act now law?’  I say it is

on the law books.

“I am cautious about my

answer, because it is on the

law books, but it is not

enforced.

“We recognize that the job

of legislation is to cause there

to be some things to happen. 

“The construction commu-

nity that represents $2 billion

within  the economy in this

country stands poised to

increase that activity; howev-

er, the investor community is

unsettled until the act has legs,

the act has the enforcement

and the construction board has

the power to do the job that

the government of The

Commonwealth of the

Bahamas gave it to do, when

it passed the legislation,” Mr.

Sands said. 

Explaining the reasoning

behind the need for the Act,

Mr. Sands said that it came

about as a need to regulate the

industry and for the growth

and development of the coun-

try.  

“Our thought process and

the reasoning behind this

piece of legislation started this

year, some 60 years ago on the

first of December 1958 when

the BCA was formed; when

unions were important figures

recognizing the power of

togetherness,  with a view to

one day advocate for the

advancement, the promotion

of the best practices in a coun-

try. 

“The Bahamian contractors

since that day have been advo-

cating for the regulation and

the enforcement of the con-

struction industry. 

“The reasoning logic and

why the piece of legislation

we know as the Construction

Contractors Act 2016 is not

only important,  it is essential

to the growth and develop-

ment of The Commonwealth

of The Bahamas,” Mr. Sands

said.

However, the association is

still anticipating the enforce-

ment of the Act. 

We are at this place where

we are ready to do the work

that the government thought it

was important for construc-

tion contractors board to do.

However, this government

since May 10, 2017 has not

enabled  us to do that work. 

“There is a concern that

there is a large number of peo-

ple that would be impacted

with the enforcement of

Construction Contractors Act.

“As president of the BCA,

I sat with a board and we sat

with the Ministry of Works

and we discussed what can

happen.  But we also recog-

nized  that what could happen

does not outweigh the poten-

tial of the good, the potential

for that investor who sees a

regulated industry, who sees a

group of professionals in the

Bahamas available to do con-

tracting services in the tens  of

millions of dollars;  who

would wish to engage them.

However the legislation that

they are used to in their  coun-

try is not enforced in ours,”

Mr. Sands said.

For the investment commu-

nity $2 billion is a benchmark

of what we feel in the

Construction Association rep-

resents probably 50 percent of

the true potential of construc-

tion related work in the

Commonwealth of the

Bahamas.

BY LICEC BASTIAN
Journal Staff Writer

BCA AdvOCATES
ENFOrCEMENT OF lAW

n ConstruCtion A $2 Billion industry
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A Celebration of all

things Bahamian is the

theme for this year's upcom-

ing increasingly  popular

‘Tru Tru’ Bahamian

Festival.

At a press conference

yesterday  at John Watlings

Distillery, Bahamas Hotel

and Tourism Association

(BHTA) President Carlton

Russell informed the public

of the all Bahamian theme.

For its third year, organiz-

ers will be stretching the

festival over two days. ‘Tru

Tru’ Bahamian Festival will

be hosted at John Watlings

Distillery.

A 'true' family event,

there will be Bahamian

Food vendors, a Maypole

for children, Live Bahamian

Music including The Royal

Bahamas Police Force band

and an abundant of

Bahamian artisans and

artists showcasing their tal-

ents.

Sponsored by various

vendors, key sponsors of the

festival are the Ministry of

Tourism (MOT) and the

Bahamas Hotel and Tourism

Association (BHTA).  

Tourism Deputy Director

General Tommy Thompson

is very excited that such

endeavours to sponsor

another festival keeps

monies spent on the festival

here in the local economy.

“It’s going to really help

the vendors get that extra

boost.  We also have the

opportunity to promote it to

the cruise lines so that we

can get more visitors here.

“We’re also going to have

a shuttle from the cruise port

to the festival which will be

an easier way for them to get

here (at the Festival),” Mr.

Thompson stated.

Mr. Thompson also told

the media that MOT has

encouraged hoteliers to

inform their guest of the

upcoming ‘Tru Tru’ Festival

as they arrive this weekend. 

Suzanne Pattusch, Vice

President  of BHTA  spoke

to the estimated  cost to

organize such a festival. She

said, “It is in the range of

getting up to the $100,000,

but that is not the finite

number.

“That doesn’t take into

consideration, the time, the

effort, the contribution and

the in-kind offering; which

is priceless to me.” 

Entertainment will be fea-

turing local talent such as

featured international artist

‘Lady E’ and Cupid.  In

addition, there will also be

performances from up and

coming local artists.

The ‘Tru Tru’ Bahamian

Festival takes place on the

grounds of the John

Watlings Distillery Saturday

February, 3rd and Sunday

February, 4th.

In the future, Tourism

officials plan on hosting the

festival on different islands

throughout the Bahamas and

will also be working toward

attracting travel writers and

bloggers to experience the

festival, which will also

expose to the festival more

to the world.

‘TrU TrU’ FESTIvAl
TO BOOST TOUrISM
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